
WAKETOON



AWARD WINNING & THE FIRST OF ITS KIND

The Waketoon is a unique one-of-a-kind 
design. The only triple pontoon wake 
surfing boat in the industry (vs. Montara
Surf Boss which is a monohull) 

2020 Innovation Award Winner

2020 Boating Industry Top Product Award



SURF
It handles like a runabout boat at high speeds 

making quick turns while still providing the stability 
of a traditional triple pontoon.

The Waketoon provides a 
recreational wave perfect for family 

fun, surfing or foil boarding.

Manufacturer 
preferred surf speed: 

10.8mph



HULL & POWER
6.2L 350HP V8 Mercury 

inboard/outboard forward 
drive engine reaching speeds 

of 35-36mph

The boat should be run at full 
ballast with less occupancy 

weight, as you increase 
occupancy you may find it 

easier to drop ballast to 
achieve the desired wave

Integrated rocker & 
shape along with 
contoured wake 
plates to enable 
desirable water 

flow using ballast

67 gallon
fuel tank

Premium 
wide step 

ladder



Unique floorplan includes a modern spin on the “quad 
lounge” design with 4 occupant benches, a flip up 
bolster seat for the captain and a co-captain bench 

seat. The floorplan also includes a step up/walk 
through access to the aft of the boat which includes 

two observer seats and a large rear deck/swim 
platform. Standard ski locker.

Waketoon includes a ski tow bar standard, which can 
also be used for other watersports including but not 
limited to: Tubing, Waterskiing, Wake boarding, Knee 

boarding, etc.

INTERIOR



CONTROL CENTER

Garmin 743XSV GPS integrates seamlessly with the Viper 
III and Fusion Audio RA770 radio to give the driver 

ultimate control at the helm. Also included at the helm is 
the rearview camera display so the driver is able to view 
the surfer without having to look backwards & can keep 
attention to the water ahead providing a safer boating 

experience. 2nd camera optional.

Medallion Viper III touchscreen with automatic & manual 
wake controls and adjustable electric actuators to press 

Waveshaper fins. There are multiple adjustment angles to 
find the perfect wave for each rider. Once the perfect wave 
and speed is achieved based on rider preference, that can 

be saved as a preset for future rides tailored to the 
individual rider.



Extreme tower features power up 
and down abilities with integrated 
RGB light panels, wakeboard racks, 

bimini canvas and (optional) 
Premium Fusion Tower Speakers

LIGHTS & SOUNDS: EXTREME POWER TOWER
Premium Sound is standard 

with the Fusion Audio 
RA770 radio, 6 RGB lit SG 
Speaker, 6 channel amp & 

a 10” subwoofer

In addition to RGB lit Speakers & 
tower panels, the boat also 

includes RGB lit cupholders, mood 
lights, full under rub rail and rear 

underwater lights



LOA with integrated swim platform: 24’ 11”      Width: 8’ 6”     Weight with engine: 5120lbs     Engine & Drive weight: 1100lbs

Draft: 36”      Fuel Capacity: 67 gallons      Mercury 6.2L 350HP      Min. Water depth for wake: 20’      Ballast: 200gal, 1700lbs

Arch height raised from deck surface: 85.5”    Arch height lowered from deck surface: 66”    Waterline to top of raised arch: 103”

SPECS
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